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Chapter 1: Radiant Flooring
(Joshua Goudreault)

1.1 Introduction
Radiant flooring, also known as underfloor heating/cooling, is a central heating/cooling
system that contributes to controlling the thermal comfort of a building from under the floor. It
uses convection, conduction, and most importantly, radiation as it contributes the most to
supplying heat to the occupants. It consists of either an electric or hydronic system, depending on
if it will used for just heating or both heating and cooling, that is installed and distributed evenly
into the floor. It is known to be efficient, quiet, unobtrusive, and does not blow potentially
unhealthy air around like forced air systems. Radiant flooring has come a long way and over the
years it has become an ideal system for various types of buildings. Before delving into the
system description and how it performs today, its history and development must first be
established.
1.2 History
The origins of radiant flooring date back to circum 5000 B.C. in Korea.1 There is
evidence showing that they had heated floors which became to be known as the ‘ondol’(Fig.1.1).
The system would consist of a raised surface for living/sleeping and a fireplace where the hot
fumes/smoke would be sent through flues constructed into the ground. The hot air would pass
under the floor, conduct to the surface, and then radiate into the room. Around this time, the
Chinese also developed a very similar method, named ‘kang’ or ‘dikang’.
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Figure 1.1: Korean ‘Ondol’ Heating Method
Later, circum 500 B.C., both the Greeks and Romans began to develop a very similar
radiant floor heating method compared to the Koreans/Chinese. Their method, named
‘hypocausts’ consisted of raising floors made of tile, concrete, and another layer of tile above the
ground with evenly spaced pillars. Hot air, coming from a furnace, would pass through the cavity
under the floor and heat it. They would also leave gaps in the wall, to help smoke vent through
the roof and not disturb the occupants. But, due to the fall of the Roman Empire in circum 500
A.D., the ‘hypocaust’ method fell as well and the central fireplace became the new standard
heating system for most Europeans.2
A continental split then formed, due to most Europeans abandoning their method. The
Asians did not follow suit with the Europeans and continued to use and develop the ‘ondol’.
Over the years, it became more sophisticated. They combined heating for both cooking and
flooring into one system, so they would heat one another. Also, the furnace was moved outside
to vent the smoke in a much safer manner.
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As we move through up until the 17th century, the ‘hypocaust’ method begins to make its
return. In circum 1300 A.D., the Polish used it to heat monasteries, in circum 1400 A.D., it is
used to heat Turkish Baths of the Ottoman Empire, and in circum 1600 A.D., France used it to
heat greenhouses. It was beginning to develop as a heating method once again for the Europeans.
Around this time, hot water based heaters also began to develop as a primary heating method
thus beginning a revolution of the modern boiler. Europeans began to study thermal
conductivity, specific heat of materials, and the emissivity/reflectivity of surfaces. This bring us
the rise of radiant flooring in America.
During the Civil War, a form of radiant flooring was used that was comparable to the
Chinese ‘dikang’.3 It was used to help heat hospitals and consisted of a fire pit that was dug next
to a hospital text. The text had a trench running through it which led to a chimney on the other
end. Sheet iron was then placed over the trench and when a fire was lit, heat would radiate into
the tent. Later, in 1907, Arthur H. Baker discovered that small pipes filled with hot water worked
well as a heating system when embedded in concrete or plaster. People began to develop and
utilize this sub-floor system. Frank Lloyd Wright designed many structures around this time and
became famous for incorporating this method in projects. It gained popularity and many people
began to develop the method into the system that we see today.

1.3 System Description
The system we have today consists of two types: hydronic and electric. The hydronic
system (Fig.1.2) uses a mixture of water and an antifreeze product such as, propylene glycol and
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relies on a boiler to supply hot water. It can be used for both heating and cooling purposes and is
installed using either the ‘wet’ or ‘dry’ method.4 In either method, a continuous set of pipes
connected to the boiler are placed. Wet consists of laying a slab of concrete beneath the subfloor
or a thin layer of concrete between the subfloor and the heating/cooling surface. The pipes are
then laid into the wet concrete. Dry consists of no concrete, but instead placing the pipes beneath
subfloor.

Figure 1.2: Hydronic Radiant Flooring System
The electric system consists of placing heat-conductive plastic mats (Fig.1.3). These mats
contain coils that are warmed by electricity. The coils are made up of resistance wires, like
copper, that is wrapped in a water-resistant polymer. These wires are run through a mat and then
connected to an electric source.5 To install, you roll out the mats beneath the desired heating
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surface and then place your surface on top. It is much easier to install compared to the hydronic
system, but using electricity can be much more expensive. Below are two instructional video
links on how to install both a hydronic system and an electric system:
Hydronic: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZWQCSvcKMA
Electric: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zX8xupe1Q4A

Figure 1.3: Heat-Conductive Plastic Mats
1.4 Operational Process
The operational process varies between the two systems. For a hydronic system, it uses
conduction and radiation to transfer heat to the flooring. The boiler uses conduction to heat the
liquid and because it is a closed loop system, it circulates throughout all the piping and back to
the boiler. So, the temperature is relatively constant and as the hot liquid is pumped throughout
the various zones, it heats the concrete or subfloor through conduction. The main flooring
surface becomes heated and then radiates into the air, heating the space. For an electric system,
the resistance wires have a high electrical resistance, so they can produce a substantial amount of
heat. When these wires receive electricity, they begin to warm up and conduct the heat to the

subfloor. From there, like the hydronic system, the heat radiates through the flooring surface and
into the air.
1.5 Performance & Pricing Metrics
The costs for a radiant flooring system depends on the type of system. For a hydronic
system, it depends on the fuel that the boiler uses to supply heat. There are various types of fuel
like natural gas or oil so the pricing for that depends on your supplier. The installation costs
range from $3.00 to $7.00 per square foot including labor and material fees.6 For an electric
system, the pricing is based on electricity usage. Due to the system solely relying on electric, no
other source has to be paid for besides the initial installation costs. These installation costs are
similar to the hydronic system at about $5.00 per square foot. Overall, these systems save about
20-40% of energy usage compared to a traditional forced air system. These measures are based
upon how much fuel/electricity is used compared to other traditional systems.
1.6 Advantages & Disadvantages
Radiant flooring has many advantages when considering a proper heating/cooling system.
It is almost effortless to run and requires minimal maintenance. As it is usually embedded in
concrete and continuous (hydronic), it is very rare for a problem to occur in the system.
Additionally, it has a relatively small startup time to producing heat, the system kicks-on
immediately after initiating a temperature change. Having radiant flooring can free up space in a
room that would otherwise be taken up by radiators or other heat exchangers. Also, compared to
those systems, radiant flooring is equal across a room, as it is equally laid out under the flooring.
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One final advantage is that it can be constructed under many types of flooring like hardwood,
concrete, tile, and even carpet.
Although this system has many advantages, there are some disadvantages that come with
it. If it were to have a problem that required maintenance, then you would need to get under your
flooring and into the subfloor/concrete which is a long and difficult process. This would also
require not just repairing the system, but also the subfloor/concrete that you removed. When
adding this system to an existing room, you lose room height due to the requirement of adding to
the subfloor which means less space for the occupants. Also, although it can work with many
types of flooring, certain materials can hinder its performance. Compared to a tile surface, carpet
will have much worse performance because of its large surface area.

Chapter 2: Condensing Boilers
(Kellen Gray)
2.1 Introduction
Boilers are special-purpose water heaters. While furnaces carry heat in warm air, boiler
systems distribute the heat in hot water, which gives up heat as it passes through radiators or
other devices in rooms throughout the house. The cooler water then returns to the boiler to be
reheated. Hot water systems are often called hydronic systems. Residential boilers generally use
natural gas or heating oil for fuel
2.2 History
● Find the order in which the boilers were invented

Boilers have been around since the 1700’s and 1800’s as a very basic method first
involving a kettle and a fire box. The kettle was placed over the fire box and produced steam.
1867 was the first time we got a look at the first convection boiler, thus launching the steam
generating industry.
The true inventor of the convection boiler is still disputed, however most will agree that
George Babcock and Steven Wilcox were some of the main innovators for the convection boiler.
Havening patented the design for their boilers in 1867 they formed their company Babcock &
Wilcox Company in New York City in 18911 to further their designs eventually leading to their
eighth design, the H-Type boiler. The boiler was later renamed the H-Stirling boiler after
merging with the Stirling Boiler company in 1901. With the H-Stirling producing 50,000 pounds
of steam per hour, it became the best selling boiler of it’s time.7
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Figure 1.4: H-Stirling Boiler
That is to say that the H-Stirling didn’t have any competition with their design,
companies like the Grieve Grate Company and the American Stoker Company were also making
boilers of similar all-brick-wall design to compete with the H-Stirling’s success. Unsuccessful
with their efforts, the two companies later went on to design the engine combustion boilers.
These combustion engine boilers, called E-Type Boilers, would be the start to the power
industry.
As time went on the boilers seemed to be getting bigger and bigger but were eventually
limited until the development of the membrane tube wall in the late 1950s and early 1960s.

Seamless tubes were welded together in a tube shop, using a steel membrane bar between the
tubes, and made into a large tube panel.8 These radical new designs were able to produce a
staggering 4,000,000 pounds of steam per hour and 9,000,000 pounds of steam per hour with
some later development. Eventually the monstrosities that were producing these multi-million
pounds of steam were not looking too favorable for the average user, smaller more condensed
boilers that offered greener methods of generating heat and steam.
2.3 System Description
Instead of a fan and duct system, a boiler uses a pump to circulate hot water through
pipes to radiators. Some hot water systems circulate water through plastic tubing in the floor, a
system called radiant floor heating. Important boiler controls include thermostats, aquastats, and
valves that regulate circulation and water temperature. Although the cost is not trivial, it is
generally much easier to install “zone” thermostats and controls for individual rooms with a
hydronic system than with forced air. Some controls are standard features in new boilers, while
others can be added on to save energy.
2.4 Operational Process
A standard gas-fired boiler works by burning natural gas in order to heat up your water.
Conventional boilers vary in efficiency from around 70–80%, depending on their age and the
type of boiler, the rest of the materials go to waste. When you burn natural gas, the chemical
reaction that takes place produces water vapour and carbon dioxide as by-products. These warm
waste gases will travel through a flue and escape into the outside atmosphere, taking some
valuable heat with them. Condensing boilers are the solution to the last bit of inefficiency.
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Condensing boilers are able to recover some of the heat that would usually be lost from
the waste gases they give off. The waste gases travel through a heat exchanger, which cools and
condenses them back into a liquid known as condensate. By doing this, it can recover some of
the heat that would have otherwise been lost. The recovered heat is used to slightly warm up the
cool water that returns from your radiators as it enters the boiler. A good condensing boiler can
achieve energy efficiency of 98%9. The diagram below is a simplified version of what happens
inside a condensing boiler.

Figure 1.5: Simplified Condensing Boiler Diagram
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2.5 Performance & Pricing Metrics
● Cost. Gas furnaces tend to cost less to install than boiler systems, especially in homes
which don’t have an existing ducts or piping system to handle the heat. Furnaces also cost
less to maintain than boilers, since replacement parts tend to cost more than they do for
furnaces. However, boilers are often less expensive to run from month to month, saving
you on the cost of heating.
● Comfort. Both systems can provide reliable heating for your home and family. However,
because furnaces use forced air, you need to put up with some of the vagaries of air flow
in order to enjoy it. Cold spots sometimes happen with furnaces, for instance, as do drafty
spots in certain sections of the house. Boilers tend to heat the space more evenly than
furnaces, and do so without any noise or breeze. They can also be fitted with zone control
systems more easily than furnaces, allowing them to
● Cleanliness. Boilers have the advantage in terms of cleanliness because they don’t rely on
blown air, which means they don’t pass allergens and other contaminants through your
home. That makes for better indoor air quality, and a cleaner overall environment.

2.6 Advantages & Disadvantages
● Advantages
○ Plant efficiency can be increased by using higher temperatures and pressures
without unduly increasing the walls thickness
○ Its design flexibility and rapid circulation prevents thermal stressing problems in
the tank boilers which leads to grooving
○ Thinner tube materials allow rapid steam raising and faster heat transfer rates

○ These thin tubes are easier to expand or bend
○ The design of these boilers provide highly efficient performance due to which
they can be even employed to produce saturated or superheated steam
● Disadvantages
○ These boilers cannot be manufactured in packaged forms. Their installation
procedure at the job site tends to be comparatively difficult and time-consuming
○ The use of more than 30 burners in power generating plants is generally avoided
due to increased complexity
○ Their cleaning and maintaining processes are quite complicated when compared
to fire tube boiler systems
○ Since there is no accord between tube designs, replacing tubes is not possible in
water tube boilers

Chapter 3: Ground Source Heat Pumps:
(Nicholas Gatzounas)

3.1 Introduction
There are many efficient ways to heat and cool a building or living space.A ground
source heat pump (GSHP) is a heating and cooling system that transfers heat to or from the
ground using the Earth as a heating surface through solar energy. It is designed to take advantage
of the constant temperature in the ground to boost efficiency of heating and cooling systems as

well as reduce the operational costs of those systems. GSHP are environmentally friendly and
can drastically reduce your carbon footprint and energy bills. They provide a way to heat your
property and produce hot water while saving money and protecting resources.

3.2 History
The scientific principle which is used in a GSHP has been used for hundreds of years. An
example of this is geothermal power in hot springs which were used to pump warm air into cool
areas in China and Europe. In 1748, William cullen demonstrated artificial refrigeration which is
looked at as the beginning of the heat pumps scientific principle. The first GSHP was developed
by Peter Ritter von Rittinger in 1855 but the original idea was created by Lord Kelvin 2 years
prior. Robert C Webber built the first direct exchange ground source heat pump in late 1940s. He
originally burnt his hand when touching outlet pipes of the cooling system and had an idea of
trying to see if the mechanics could be reversed. Webber took the outlet piping from a freezer
and connected it to a hot water heater and since the freezer produced a constant amount of excess
heat he connected the heated water to a piping loop. Then he used a small fan to blow the warm
air in the building. After Webber saw that his experiment was successful, he built a full size heat
pump for his entire home. He used copper tubing buried in the ground through which he ran
freon gas to gather the ground heat. The gas was condensed in his cellar, gave off its heat and
was forced through the ground coil to pick up another load. The first commercial use of a GSHP
was the Commonwealth Building in Portland Oregon in 1948 and has been designated a
National Historic Mechanical Engineering Landmark . Early on, the open loop system
GSHP dominated the market until polybutylene pipe was developed which made closed loop

systems much more viable. Today more than 80,000 units installed a year in US and GSHP are
considered the most efficient and cost effective heating in the market.

3.3 System Description
There are three different types of ground source heat pumps; open loop, closed loop, and
direct exchange:
Open Loop : the open loop GSHP uses a body of water to exchange heat. It draws water to the
heat exchanger where the heat is extracted and the system discharges the water either to an above
ground body of water or back underground through a well.(Figure 1)

(Figure 1)

Closed Loop: Closed loop pumps circulate an antifreeze solution through plastic tubing closed
loop that is buried in the ground or submerged in water. The heat exchanger transfers heat
between the refrigerant in the heat pump

and the antifreeze solution in the closed loop. These loops can be either horizontal,vertical, or
pond/lake configuration. (Figure 2)

(Figure 2)

Direct Exchange: In the direct exchange system, a refrigerant circulates through a continuous
loop of copper tubing placed in the ground. These are mainly cheaper because it uses shorter and
smaller set of tubing which reduces installation costs. (Figure 3).

(Figure 3)
Installation Video :
https://youtu.be/jzXt55ZGsNw
https://youtu.be/8X3lMzIkvgI

3.4 Operational Process:

Heating Mode:
The way a GSHP works is heat absorbed at Earth's surface from solar energy is harvested. The
temperature in the ground is equal to the mean annual air temperature at that latitude at that
surface. The Earth's heat gets absorbed into a fluid, a mixture of water and antifreeze, that runs
through a ground loop of piping. The length of the ground loop depends on the size of the space

you are trying to heat and the amount of heat you will need for that space. Longer loops draw
more heat from the ground but in return need more space to be buried in. This fluid with the heat
is now passed through a heat exchanger into the heat pump. The cooled ground-loop fluids then
pass back in the ground to restart the process and collect more heat from the ground.The Earth’s
surface stays a fairly consistent temperature under the surface so you the GSHP can be used
throughout the year (Figure 4).

.

(Figure 4)

Cooling Mode :
Transferring heat back into the ground in the summer is a way to provide cooling to the building.
This ground source method of providing space cooling is cheaper than providing cooling by

other means such as chillers and cooling towers because it is much cheaper to heat exchange
with cold ground than hot air. (Figure 5)

(Figure 5)

3.5 Performance & Pricing Metrics
A GSHP performance can be measured in different ways. Loop temperatures will tell you
efficiency of that GSHP. The CoP (Coefficient of Performance) is the ratio we use to measure
the heat output in kilowatts in relation to the electrical input in kilowatts. The CoP depends on
the design and quality of the installation of the heat pump as well as the absolute temperature and
relative temperature between sink and system. For complete systems, the CoP calculations
should include energy consumption of all the consuming parts. The equation on how to calculate
CoP is as follows:

CoP= Q/W
Q= heat supplied or removed by the system

/

W= work required by the system

Heating CoP = Q(h)/W= Q(c)+W/W
Cooling CoP = Q(c)/W
Q(c) is the heat removed from the cold reservoir.
Q(h) is the heat supplied to the hot reservoir.
Performance is usually graded on a 2-8 scale. 2 being unfavorable conditions and 8 being a well
designed GSHP system that benefits from solar recharge of the ground. In general, a homeowner
will save between 20% to 60% annually on utilities when switching from ordinary system to
ground source system. An example of a good GSHP system would include: small loops,
balanced heating and cooling loads, modest seasonal cooling loads, heating creates more energy
savings than cooling. An example of a bad GSHP system would include: big loops such as in fast
food restaurants, that have heat rejection loads because the cooling loads are so high. GSHP
costs are characterized by high capital costs and low operational costs compared to other HVAC
systems. Pricing varies based on soil conditions, plot size and system configurations.Most prices
range from $10,000 to $30,000 all together. The overall economic benefit though depends
primarily on the relative costs of electricity and fuels.

3.6 Advantages & Disadvantages
Advantages:
GSHP are much cheaper to run than direct heating,oil boiler, and gas boiler systems because
there is less work needed, no fuel deliveries and no risk of fuel being stolen or ruined. GSHP are

the only renewable energy tech that can benefit from thermal storage properties of the ground to
recycle heat from summer to winter. There is also no need for fuel storage and risk of emissions
from harmful gases are gone because there is no combustion. These GSHP are designed for life
well over 100 years. Ground source heat pumps are als environmentally friendly as they produce
absolutely no carbon emissions on site. A lot of other systems are loud and obnoxious but GSHP
are safe,silent, and hidden from the public eye. These systems provide cooling for the summer as
well as heating for the winter and adding one to your home will increase the value of your
property.
Disadvantages :
Even though there are many advantages when talking about GSHP, there is also some
disadvantages that come with it. If the design and installation of the system is poor than there is
basically no benefit at all and money and time is wasted. Installation and design of the system are
crucial to how it performs. Installation fees can get very expensive because it requires pro
expertise for the most efficient system so that will also cost you. Some systems ruin the land or

won't even be able to be installed in some locations.
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